
 

December 2018 Roundtable Q&A 

Using Natural Language Processing (NLP) 

 to Boost the Power of the Narrative 

Below is a list of panelist responses to questions that could not be answered within the time allotted in the Health 

Story Project’s recent Roundtable. To view the entire recording of the presentation, please visit the Health Story 

Project Roundtable Archives. If you have additional questions, please feel free to email healthstory@himss.org.  

 

Responses from the following panelists included below: 

Victor Lee, MD, Vice President, Clinical Informatics, Clinical Architecture 

Mark Morsch, VP of Technology, NLP Innovation, Optum360  

 

Q: In your use case of diagnostic procedures, you captured PET scan in free text.  How w you account for the 

variability in text representations of procedures that do match a CPT code?  (Providers tend to have their own 

vernacular...) 

 

Victor: Most NLP solutions account for common variations in concept representation. Each presenter would 

be happy to connect offline to describe how their solutions account for this variability. Please email 

healthstory@himss.org for additional questions on the presenters’ solutions. 

 

Mark: Recognizing that variation of expression is a strength of NLP, it allows physicians to document per their 

typical process.  Different NLP systems for healthcare will have different capabilities.  For example, an NLP 

focused on capturing signs and symptoms may not have the capability to recognize variation in procedure 

language.  Diligence is recommended in determining how any particular healthcare NLP solution fits a use 

case. 

 

Q: How realistic is automated NLP? Because patient interaction with physicians is approximately 15-20 minutes and 

physicians have to fill in diagnosis into the EHR; using NLP results after consultation with patients will definitely 

increase burnout of care providers. 

 

Victor: Depending on the implementation of the NLP solution, automation can happen on the back end 

without needing to interrupt point of care workflows. Additionally, the person or team that adjudicates NLP 

findings (i.e. does a human agree with what the NLP solution thinks it found?) does not necessarily need to be 

a physician, so there are often ways to enable the clinical care team and data stewards to work at the top of 

their licenses. 
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Q: What do you [see] as some of the challenges in implementing NLP for clinical and secondary use purposes? 

 

Mark: For NLP in healthcare, [one of the challenges is] ensuring alignment between the capabilities and 

output of the NLP process and the specific use case.  There are a range of different use cases including coding 

for the revenue cycle, quality measures reporting, medical record review, clinical decision support, population 

analytics and more.  These different use cases can have different requirements for encoding, coordination, 

and inferring information from the medical record. In addition, many of the use cases are subject to practice 

guidelines and regulatory requirements.  NLP technology in healthcare should be considered in context of 

expected results and value to the overall process.  Also, healthcare IT leaders should consider the change 

management aspects of disruptive technologies such as NLP.  Can the technology make a current process 

(either clinical or secondary) better with little disruption, or would a more fundamental change of process and 

technology be needed?   

 

Q: If I use a form of NLP for analysis of interviews (responses of labor and delivery nurses regarding skin-to-skin care), 

[and] we wish to compare those results to traditional thematic analysis (in a formal evidence-based-practice study), 

do you have a recommendation on which NLP to use?  

 

Victor: I think that the selection of your “control” group depends on what you’re trying to measure. Not all 

NLP solutions function the same way (which was the point of the slide that describes the spectrum of NLP 

approaches). Some NLP solutions use “traditional” NLP stacks, while others are built using entirely different 

technologies. 

 

Q: Where do you see this to be used with C-CDA and NLP for risk adjustment knowing CMS requirement of a face-to-

face encounter for MEAT? 

 

Victor: If you are referring to documentation practices where physicians should capture that a condition is 

being Monitored, Evaluated, Assessed, and Treated (MEAT), some of that may exist as coded information (e.g., 

medications and lab tests) while other information may be stored as a narrative. It really depends on the C-

CDA document generated by your HIT system, but the bottom line is that NLP can be used to capture 

components in the narrative that may help with Hierarchical Condition Category coding for risk adjustment. 

 

Mark: I agree with Victor. In addition to coding, NLP can be used as a tool to recognize evidence of MEAT 

criteria within the narrative.  Evidence of provider activity such as documented exam findings, diagnostic tests, 

laboratory results and prescribed therapies can be captured by NLP. 

 

 



 
Q: How does NLP factor into value-based care? 

 

Victor: NLP is a solution to a specific problem where valuable information exists in unstructured text and 

therefore not accessible to analysis, logical reasoning, and other computational use cases. There are many 

flavors of NLP solutions as you saw in the Roundtable discussion. Value-based care, on the other hand, is a 

broader concept that describes more of a goal without a prescriptive path for how to get there. While not 

necessarily a good fit for everyone, the use cases that were discussed include detection of undocumented 

conditions, real-time provider assistance, and clinical review. All of whose work outputs can roll up to 

providing better care, spending healthcare dollars more wisely, and keeping people healthy. 

 

Q: Real-time processing of information is probably limited due to information residing in different databases. How 

true is this statement? 

 

Mark: Data silos can be an impediment, but industry initiatives, such as the FHIR® standard, which provide 

more modern, real-time access to systems and data across vendors, are enabling more real-time services. 

 

Q: If the patient has downloaded all her medical records on her mobile device (including provider notes), do you see 

patients asking for prior authorization from payers instead of relying on the provider to do that? 

 

Mark: Healthcare needs to be more consumer-friendly, like other industries.  Although I’m not aware of a 

specific initiative, I think it’s an interesting suggestion to give consumers more say over their healthcare 

decisions using a secure, mobile transaction. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The views and opinions expressed are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the official policy 

or position of HIMSS or its affiliates. 


